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Nemorandlli"1l. to the
Special Prosecutor
on behalf of
Richard H. Nixon

This memorandum is submitted on behalf of
Richard H. Nixon to bring to the attention of the Special
Prosecutor facts and supporting legal authority which, we
submit, warrant a decision not to seek indictment of the
former President.

~'le

wish to emphasize that this memorandum

focuses specifically on issues of law rather than policy.

In so limiting this presentation we do not wish to imply that
all other considerations are irrelevant or inappropriate.
Indeed, we believe it is highly desirable and proper for the
Special Prosecutor to weigh in his
impact of such an indictment on the

judg~ent

do~estic

the possible
spirit and on

-

co~sideratio~s

Ho~vever,



relations, as ,-,ell as the more traditional

internatio~al

policy

2

entrusted to prosecutorial discretion.

the purpose of this

is solely to denon

memorand~~

strate that one -- and probably the most crucial -- legal pre
requisite to indicting and prosecuting

~rr.

exist:

to assure him a fair

the ability of this

gover~~ent

Nixon does not

trial in accordance ,vi t..~ the demands of the Due Process Clause
of the

FifL~

Amendment and the right to trial by an

impartia~

Jury guaranteed by the Sixth Amendment.

Such intangible but none-the-less critical factors as
domestic and international relations certainly fall vli th
in the ambit of the prosecutor's discretion as expressed
in the Standards Relating to The Prosecution Function and
The Defense Function, ABA Project on Standards for Criminal
Justice, March 1971, where it is stated that
The prosecutor may _in some circuln
stances and for qood cause consistent with
the public interest decline-to prosecute,
notwi thstanding that evidence exists \.,hich
would support a conviction. ABA Standards
§ 3.9(b).
_
If.

•

_.

A decision to forego prosecution because of overriding
concerns of tne national interest 1.s in keeping with
similar prosecutorial decisions to forego prosecution
rather than disclose confidential national security or
law-enforcenent information required as evidence. United
States v. Andolchek, 142 Fi2d 503 (2d Cir. 1944); United
States v. Bee~~~an, 155 F.2d 580 (2d Cir. 1946); Chris
toffel v. United States, 200 F.2d 734 (D.C. Cir. 1952)~
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I.

The Events and Publicity
Surrounding ~'latergate have
Destroyed the Possibility
of a Trial Consistent ~tli·th
Due Process Requirements.

Recent events have completely and irrevocably
eliminated, with respect to Richard N. Nixon, the necessary
premise of our ~ystem of criminal justice -- that, in the
words of Justice Holmes, " • • . the conclusions to be reached
in a case '\vill be induced only by evidence and argument in
open court, not by any outside influence, ''Ihether of private
talk or public print...
462 (1907).

Patterson .v. Colorado, 205 U.S. 454,

As reiterated" by the Court in Turner v. Louisian~,

379 U.S. 466, 472 (1965):

~

.

liThe requirement that a jury's verdict
Imust be based upon the evidence developed
at trial ' goes to the fundamental integrity
of all that is e~braced in the constitutional
concept of trial by jury."
Never before in the history of this country have a

person's activities relating to possible criminal violations
been subjected to such massive public scrutiny, analysis and
debate.

The events of the past t,.,o years and the media

coverage they received need not be detailed here, for We are
sure the Special Prosecutor is fully a~are of the nature of
the media exposure generated.

The silU?le fact
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national debate and ti.vo-year fixation of the r::edia on i';ater
gate has left indelible impressions on the citizenry, so
pervasive that the gO~lernment can no longer assure Hr. Nixon
that any indictnent $,vorn against him v,ill ?roc.uce

It

a charge

fairly made and fairly tried in a public tribunal free of
prejudice, passion [and] excitement • •
Florida, 309 U.S. 227, 236-37,

"

Chambers v.

(1940).

Of all the events prejudicial to Hr. Nixon's right
to a fair trial, the most damaging have been the impeach~ent
proceedings of the House Judiciary Cowmittee.

In those pro

.ceedings neither the definition of the "offense," the standard
of proof, the rules of evidence, nor the nature of ~~e fact,
finding
body, 'V'ere compatible ''lith our systera of criminal

justice.

Yet the entire country witnessed the proceedings,

with their all-pervasive, multi-media coverage and corr~entary.

And all who ''latched were repeatedly made aware that a com:nittee
of their elected Representatives, all lal..;yer s, had determi ned
upon sole~~ reflection to render an overwhel~ing verdict
against the President, a verdict on Charges time and again.
emphasized as constituting "high crimes and ruisdemeanors" for
which criminal indictments could be justified.

~

~

All of this standing alone '.-;ould nave cuused even
those most critical. of Nr. Nixon to dOD.bt his ci1ances of s'..6
sequently receiving a trial free fro~ preconceived judgments
of guilt.

But the devastating culmination of the proceedings

eliminated .."hatever room for doubt might still have remained
as the entire country viewed those among their or,.m Represen

-.

tatives who had been the most avid and vociferous defenders
of the President (and who had insisted on the most exacting
,tandards of proof) publicly abandon·his defense and join
those w-ho would impeach him for IIhigh crimes and misdemeanors.

None of this is·to say, or even to imply, that the
impeachment inquiry was improper, in either its inception or
its conduct.

The point here is that the impeachment process

havlng taken place in the manner in which i t did, the con
ditions necessary for a fair determination of the criminal
responsibili ty of its subject under our prinCiples of lat" no
longer exist, and cannot be restored.

Even though the unique televised congressional pro
ceedings looking to the possible impeachment of a President
leave . us without close precedents
to guide our
,

--

-_._-----

con

I
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cerning their impact on Subsequent criminal prosecutio:1.s,
court has grappled "Hi th

Ol"t=.

t~e issue on a muc~1. I!1ore limited

scale and concluded that any subsequent trial must at

mini~~~

await the tempering of prejudice created by the media coverag;
of such events.
In Delaney v. United States, 199 ?2d 107 (lst'Cir.
1952), a District Collector of Internal Revenue was indicted
for receiving bribes.

Prior to the

~rial

a subcommittee of

the House of Representatives conducted public hearings into
his conduct and related matters.

The hearings generated mas

sive publicity, particularly in the Boston area, including,
motion picture films and sound recordings, all of \'Ihich .. affor<
the public a preview of the prosecution's case against Delaney
without, however, the safeguards that would attend a criminal
tricil. "

199 F.2d at 110.

Moreover, the publicized testimony

"ranged .far beyond matters relevant to the pending indictments.
199 F.2d at 110.
of these

hearing~

Delaney was tried ten'weeks after the close
and \'Ias convicted by a jury. . The Court. of

Appeals reversed, holding that Delaney had been denied his
Sixth Amendment right to an impartial jury by being forced to
"stand trial While the damaging effect of all that hostile
publicity may reasonably be thought not to have been erased
from the public mind."

-~~~--~

~'-'

..

.. -

-'~----".-

------ ... _-----

Id. 114.'

,~,

'~

The Court of Appeals did not suggesJc that the hear
ings were themselve,,! in?roper.
sta ted that

II

Indeed, the court em?hatically

[i] -t Has for the COInUli ttee to decide ~iheth.2::

cons'iderati ons of pub 1 ic int.e::est deTilanded at that time a fUll
dress public investigation

II

Id. 114 (emphasis added).

But the court continued,
"If the United States, through its legisla
tive depar~uent, acting conscient.iously
pursuant to its conception of the public
interest, chooses to hold a public hearing
inevitably reSUlting in such damaging
publicity prejudicial to a person awaiting
trial on a pending indictment, then the
United States must accept the consequence that
the judicial depart~ent, charged with the duty
of assuring the defendant a fair trial before
an impartial jury, may find i t necessary to
postpone the trial until by lapse of time the
danger of the prejudice may reasonably be
thought to have been substantially removed."
The principle expounded by the court in Delanev is
applicable here.

Faced \'Tith allegations that the Watergate

events involved actions by the President, the House of Repre
sentatives determined that not only was an impeachment inauirv

-

-

required, but that the inquiry must be open to the public so
that the charges and evidence in support thereof could be
.....

viewed and analyzed by the American people.
Congress in that decision.

Perhaps

country -- there was no other cnoice.

We need not fault

in the interest of the
But having

-
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course purposely designed to permit the \·,ide.s-:: disser:tination
of and exposure to t.he issues and evidence involved, the
government must now abide by that decision \V'hich produced the
.
very environment \V'hich forecloses a fair trial for the subject

of th2ir inquiry.

The foregoing view is not at all incompatible with
the Constitution, which permits the trial of a President fol
lowing impeachment -- and therefore, some might argue, con
dones his trial after his leaving office.

Nothing in t..~e

Constitution withholds from a former President the same indi
vidual rights afforded others.

Therefore, if developments

in means of co~~unication have reached a level at which their
use by Congress in the course of impeac~~ent proceedings for
ever taints the public's mind, then the choice must be to
forego their use or forego indictment following impeachment.
Here, the choice has been made.
--.

Further demonstration of the \"holly unique nature
of this matter appears in the public discussion of ~pardon
for the former President -- which discussion adds to the atmosI

phere in which a trial consistent \.,ith due

J
~,

Sin~e

h~s

the

resignati.o~

~;ixo:l,

of Nr.

the

!"!.e~.N S

ilie d i a

"'.:Jeen filled with conmentc:::y 2!1d debate on ::he issue of

"'ihether the former Preside~t. s!lo'.lld be pardoned if charged
vlith bf£ens~s 1:elatin'3' to Watergate.
controversial topic arising from the

As 'vith nearly every o~1':,~::
~';atergate

events, the

media has sought out the opinions of both public officials a=.d.
private 'citizens, even conducting public opinion polls on the
question.

A recurring theme expressed by many has been that

N°. Nixon has suffered enough and should not be subjected to
further punishment, certainly not imprisolli~ent.
Without regard to the merits of that view, the fact
that there exists a public se!1timent in favor of pardoning
the former President in itself prejudices the possibility of
'Hr. Nixon's receiving a fair trial.

Despite the most ferve:1.t

disclaimer s, any juror who is a\.,are of the general public's
disposition will undoubtedly be influen~ed in his judgment,
thinking that it is highly probable that a vote of guilty will
not result in ~rr. Nixon's imprisonment.

Indeed, the impact

of the public debate on this issue will undoubtedly fall not
only on the jury but also on the gra~d jury and the Special
Prosecutor, lifting some of the constraints Hhich might othe!:'
wise have militated in favor of a decision not to prosecute.
Human nature could not be otherwise.
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He raise this point not to suggest tha-c the decisio:-:.
of \vh2thcr to prose'cute in this case Caili'1.ot be reached fairl~'

I

but rather to emphasize that this matter - like none other
before it and probably after it - has been so thorouShly
subjected to extraneous and highly unusual forces that any
'prosecution of Nr. Nixon could not fairly withstand detached
evaluation as complying with due process.

II.

The Nationwide Public
Exposure to Watergate
Precludes the Impaneling
of an Impartial Jury

The Sixth Amen~uent guarantees a defendant trial
by jury, a guarantee that ha,s consistently been held to mean
that each juror impaneled - in the often quoted language of
Lord Coke

"Ylill be "indifferent as he stands unSWorn.

Litt. 155b.

See Irvin v. Dowd, 366 U.S. 717 (1961); Turner v.

II

Co.

Louisiana, 379 U. S. 472 (1965).  _. The very nature of the

Watergat~ events and the massive public discussion of ~tr. Nixon
relationship to them have made it impossible to find any array
of jurymen \.,ho can meet the Sixth Amendment standard.
On numerous occasions the Supreme Court has held
that the nature of the publicity surrounding

such

that jurors exposed to it could not possibly
-'\!;"'

""~'"""'--~- .---""

ed a

---

-----,

verdict based on the

evide~ce.

See S:leopard v.

~'!aX'""'211,

33~

(1966); Ri~eau v. Louisiana, 373 U.S. 723 (19S3);

u.S. 333

Irvin v. Do,vd, sup!:"a; Narsnall v. United States, 350 U.S. 310
(1959).

The most memorable of these ,.,as Sheppard v. ~,::a:-:-..;e!. 1

I

in \\Thich the Court, describing the publicity in the Cle7ela~c.
metropolitan area, referred time and again to media tecili,iques
employed there -- \\Thich in the ~,jatergate case have been
utilized on a nationwide scale and for a much longer period
)f time.

The following excerpts from the Court's opinion are

exemplary:
"Throughout this period the newspapers
emphasized evidence that tended to incrim
inate Sheppard and pointed out discrepan
cies in his sta ter:'l.ents to authorities."
p. 340.

* * *
"On the sidey.lalk and steps in front of the
courthouse, television and netvsreel cameras
\-lere occasionally used to take motion
pictures of the participants in the trial,
including the jury and the judge. Indeed,
one television broadcast carried a staged
intervie\v of the judge as he entered the
courthouse. In the corrido~s outside the
courtroom there \-laS a host of photographers
and television personnel \.,ith flash cameras,
portable lights and motion picture cameras.
This group photographed the prospective
jurors during selection of the jury. After the
trial opened, the witn~sses, counsel, and
jurors \-,ere photogr~phed and televised h
ever they entered or left the courtroom ~~.
pp. 343-44.
.~'"

r
,
"
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* * *
"The daily record of the proceedings "va
made available to the ne~.,spapers and
testimony of each witness ,.,as prirrted
verbatim in the local editions, along with
objections of counsel, and rulings by the
judge. Pictures of Sheppard, the judge,
counsel, pertinent witnesses, and the jury
often accompanied the daily newspa?er and
television accounts. At times the news
papers published photographs of exhibits
introduced at the trial, and the rooms of
Sheppard's house were featured along with
relevant testimony." pp.344-45.

* * *
"On the second day of voir dire examination
a debate was staged and broadcast live
over WHK radio. The participants, news
paper reporters" accused Sheppard's Cotl.t."lsel
of throwing roadblocks in the ...,ay of the
P rosecution and asserted that Sneooard
con
...
ceded his guilt by hiring a prominent
criminal lawyer. ", 'p. 346. *
~

The ~heppard murder was sensational news and the media reacted
accordingly.

In the course they destroyed the state's ability

to afford Sheppard a fair trial.
The sensation of Watergate is a hundredfold that of
the Sheppard murder.

,-.:J

But the media techniques remain the

" ....
The prejudicial publicity in Shepnard commenced well be
fore trial, even before charges '''ere brought, and con
tinued throughout the duration of the prosecution.
Although .r.1r. Nixon has not been criwinally tried, the
press coverage of the impeachment proceedings and ~'rater,gate related criminal trials reflect obvious similarities
to the Sheopard coverage.

'-~~-w~~....:.";".

-. _""
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same and the destruction of an enviro~~ent for a
sistent '.'lith due process has been natio:1..vide.
Court should not

/

.Q6n

The Supreme

upon an appeal by l>!r. Nixon -- have to

recount for history the u~ending litany of prejudicial
publicity v-,hich served to deprive the President of the rights
a-fforded others.

The bar against prosecution raised by the publicity
in this case defies remedy by the no,", COITl:.LlOn techniques of
delaying indictmefit or trial, changing venue, or scrupulously
screening prospective jurors.

Although the court in Delaney,

supra z could not envision aC2.se in whicn the prejudice from
publici ty "'atild be "so perrnan,ent and irradicable" that as a
matter of law there could be no trial wiLhin the foreseeable
future, 199 F.2d, at 112, i t also could not have envisioned
the national Watergate saturation of the past two years.
Unlike others accused of involvement in the l'later
gate events, l·1r. Nixon has been the Subject of unendir.g public
efforts "to make the case" against him.

T"'ne ques"tion of

11r~ Nixon's responsibility for the events has been ~~e central
political issue of the era.

As each piece of new evidence

became public it invariably was analyzed from the vie""poiht
of whether it brought the ~'latergate events closer to "the

,.--\

~,

Oval Office" or as to "\"ha t the President knew
',.

kne," it."

The focus on o'tne:cs "'as at most indirect.
In short, no delay in trial, no. change of venue,

and no screening of prospective jurors could assure that
the passions arroused by Watergate, the irnpeacrunent proceed
ings, and the President I s resignation '1'Quld dissipate to the
point where Mr. Nixon could receive the fair trial to which
he is entitled.

The reasons are clear.

As the Supreme

Court stated in Rideau v. Louisiana, 373 U.S. 717, 726 (1963):
For anyone who has ever watched television
the conclusion cannot be avoided that this
sp~ctacle, to the tens of thousancs of
people who sa·.., and heard it" in a very real
sense was .
[the] trial • • • Any sub
sequent court proceedings in a corrmunity so
pervasively exposed to s~ch a spectacle
could be but a hol:J-o formality.
T...,

Not only has the media coverage of Watergate been
pervasive and over\·,helrningly adverse to Mr. Nixon,- but nearly
every member of Congress and political commentator has rendered
a public opinion on his guilt or innocence.

Indeed for nearly

two years sophisticated public opinion polls have surveyed
the people as to their opinion on Mr. Nixon's involvement in
Watergate and whether he should be impeached.
ask ",hether Nr. Nixon should be indicted.

Now the polls

Under such condi

~ions, .few Americans can have failed to have formed an opinion
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as to £.Ir. Nixon's guilt of the charges made
if any, could -- even under

th~ most careful inst~uctions

from a court -- expunge such an opinion from their minds so
as to se~ve as fair and impartial jurors.

"The influence

that lurks in an ooinion occe formed is so persistent that
L

_

i t unconsciously fights detacili-aent from the mental processes
of the average man."

Irvin v. Dm.,d, 366 U.S. 717', 727 (19Sl).

And as Justice Robert Jackson once observed, "The naive
. . . ssumption -that prejudicial effects can be overcome by in
structions to the jury, • • • all practiCing lawyers know to
be unInitigated fiction."
U.S. 440, 453 (1949)

Krule.. . ,itch v. United States, 336

(concurring opinion).

See also Delaney v.

United States, 199 F.2d 107, ,112-113 (1st Cir. 1952).

CONCLUSION

The media accounts of \vatergate, the political
columnists' debates, the daily televised proceedings of the
House Judiciary Coromittee, the public opinion polls, the .
televised dramatizations of ~val Office conversations, the
'

newspaper cartoons, the "talk-shmv" discussions, the lettersto-the-editor, the privately placed co~~ercial ads, even
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bumper stickers, have totally saturated thG
"-lith \·iatergate.

In the p:cocess the citizens of this country

in uncalculable nU!i'.bers -- from whom a jury Hould be
drawn have formulated opinions as to the culpability of
Mr. Nixon.

Those opinions undoubtedly reflect both politi

c~l and philosophical judgments totally divorced from the

facts, of

~'ratergate.

Some are assuredly reaffirmations of

personal likes and dislikes.
oLly on the facts.

But fe\v indeed are premised

And absolut.ely none rests solely on evidence

admissible at a criminal trial.

Consequently, any effort to

prosecute Nr. Nixon ""ould require something no other trial
has ever required -- the eradication from the conscious and
subconscious of every juror the opinions formulated over a
period of at least

blO

years, during \olhich time the juro~

has been subjected to a day-by-day,presentation of the Water
gate case as it unfolded in both the judicial and political
arena.
Under the circumstances, it is inconceivable'that
the government could produce a jury free from actual bias.
But the standard is higher than that, for 'the events of the
past
~

t\'IO

years have created such an overwhelming likelihood

"-~

of prejudice that the absence of due process
herent in any trial of ~~. Nixon.

-Y

regrettable if history r,'lere to record that this country
in its desire to maintain the appearance of equality under
t

la ,,,

--

sa\V' fit to deny to the former President the right of

a fair trial so jealously preserved to others through the
constitutional requirements of due process of law and of
trial ?y impartial jury.

Herbert J. Hiller, Jr •.
l-1ILLER .. CASSIDY, LARROCA & LEt'TIN
1320 19th Street, N.W., Suite 500
Washington, D. C. 20036
(202) 293-6400
"

Of Counsel
William H. Jeffress, Jr.
R.' Stan Hortenson

-Y
"It is true that in most cases involving
claims of due process deprivations we
require a showing of identifiable preju
dice to the accused. Nevertheless, at
times a [procedure] employerl by the State
involves such a probability that prejudice
"'ill result tha t it is dee2ed inherently
lacking in due process." Estes v. Texas,
3alU.s. 532,

(1965).

